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In the Court of the Judicial Magistrate First Class, At Udalguri 

 

G.R. Case No- 300 of 2016 

U/S - 447/294/323/34 I.P.C. 

State of Assam 

-Vs.- 

Khaju Harijan/Ors 

....... Accused persons 

 

Present:-N.C.BHUYAN, AJS 

Judicial Magistrate 1st class, Udalguri 

Advocate appeared for the prosecution:- A.Pourel, Ld. APP. 

Advocate appeared for the defence:- R. Sarmah 

Date of Evidence: 20/07/16, 28/03/17, 11/04/17, 20/05/17, 

05/06/17 

Date of Argument: 21/06/17   

Date of Judgment: 29/06/17 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

The prosecution case, in brief, is as follows:-  

That on 19.03.16 one Lakhan Chauhan lodged one FIR before the officer 

in charge of Kalaigaon police station and alleged that at about 2 PM on 

19.03.2016 accused Sri Khajua Horijan scolded Smti Sobhagi Chouhan in slang 

languages and then accused Khajua Horijan entered into their compound and 

after catching her hair he beat her. When the informant Sri Lakhan Chouhan saw 

the incident he went to resist the accused and then the accused beat him with 

„lathi‟ and at the same time the other accused person came and beat him. The 

informant also alleged that when Radhika Chouhan saw the incident she tried to 

resist the accused persons and then accused Digani Horijan attacked Radhika 

Chouhan with „dao‟ and caused injury on her head. 
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On receipt of the F.I.R., O/C, Kalaigaon P.S. Case No. 36/2016, U/S- 

447/324/325/34 I.P.C. was registered. Accordingly police went for investigation, 

examined witnesses, collected evidence and on completion of investigation 

finding sufficient materials u/s 447/294/323/34 I.P.C. against accused persons 

Khaju Harijan,  Miss Ben Harijan @ Bigani, Sri Arati Harijan and Sri Jiten Harijan  

@ Manua submitted the Charge-sheet against accused Khaju Harijan,  Miss Ben 

Harijan @ Bigani, Sri Arati Harijan and Sri Jiten Harijan @ Manua. 

That upon receipt of the Charge sheet the Learned CJM Udalguri 

transferred the case to this court for disposal and this court on perusal of the 

Charge sheet and the other documents sent by the police u/s 173 Cr.P.C. found 

sufficient materials to proceed against accused persons Khaju Harijan,  Miss Ben 

Harijan @ Bigani, Sri Arati Harijan and Sri Jiten Harijan @ Manua issued process 

against them.  

Accordingly accused persons Khaju Harijan, Miss Ben Harijan @ Bigani, 

Sri Arati Harijan and Sri Jiten Harijan, appeared before the court. After that the 

necessary documents u/s 207 of Cr. P.C. were given to the accused persons 

Khaju Harijan,  Miss Ben Harijan @ Bigani, Sri Arati Harijan and Sri Jiten Harijan 

and considering the relevant documents and hearing both the parties, particular 

of the offences u/s 447/294/323/34 I.P.C. was read over and explained to 

accused persons Khaju Harijan,  Miss Ben Harijan @ Bigani, Sri Arati Harijan and 

Sri Jiten Harijan to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

It is to be mentioned here that on 12/08/16 accused Khaju Horijan 

claimed that accused Benu Horijan @ Bigani is a juvenile. Hence one enquiry was 

conducted and after that it was found that  accused Benu Horijan @ Bigani was a 

juvenile and hence accused Benu Horijan @ Bigani was sent to the Juvenile 

Justice Board, Udaguli. Hence in the court the trial was conducted for accused 

persons Khaju Harijan,  Sri Arati Harijan and Sri Jiten Harijan. 

During trial prosecution side examined only eight witnesses who were 

cross examined by the defence. The prosecution declined to examine any other 

witnesses on their behalf and prayed for closing the evidence of the prosecution 

witnesses. Accordingly the evidence of the prosecution side was closed. The 

examination of the accused u/s 313 of Cr.P.C. was recorded as per law and kept 
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with the record. I have heard the arguments of both the sides and perused the 

evidence on record.  

 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 After perusal of record and hearing the parties the following points for 

determination arose before this court in the instant case-  

(i) Whether on 19.03.16 at about 2 PM accused persons Khaju 

Harijan,  Sri Arati Harijan and Sri Jiten Harijan voluntarily caused 

hurt to the informant and his relative in furtherance of their 

common intention and thereby committed the offence punishable 

u/S 323/34 I.P.C? 

(ii) Whether on 19.03.16 at about 2 PM accused persons Khaju 

Harijan, Sri Arati Harijan and Sri Jiten Harijan scolded the 

informant and his relatives in filthy language in furtherance of 

their common intention and  thereby committed the offence 

punishable u/S 294/34 I.P.C? 

(iii) Whether on 19.03.16 at about 2 PM accused persons Khaju 

Harijan, Sri Arati Harijan and Sri Jiten Harijan @ Manua came to 

the compound of the informant to commit an offence in 

furtherance of their common intention and thereby committed the 

offence punishable u/s 447/34  IPC? 

 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

For the sake of convenience all the points for determination are taken 

together for discussion.  

PW 1 Lakhyan Chauhan deposed that he is the informant. he knows the 

accused persons. The incident took place about six montha ago at about 2.30 

PM. He was in his house. Accused Khaju Harijan was beating my sister in law 
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Subhagi in his land. His daughter Kusumi Devi informed him about the said 

beating and then he went to save Subhagi. Then accused Khaju Harijan 

assaulted him with lathi and dragged him to a distance and accused Khaju 

Harijan gave bite in his finger and neck. Arti Harijan, Bigani Harinan and Maunu  

Harijan also assaulted him. His daughter Radhika went to save him and then the 

accused persons also assaulted her. Later on public came and he was saved and 

taken to the hospital. 

 In the cross examination PW1 stated that it is not a fact that the quarrel 

took place due to the quarrel among the children of the accused persons and 

him. One case is lodged by the accused against him and he has appeared in the 

court in connection with the case. Kusumi Chauhan was tethering cow near the 

side of the road at the time of the incident. The house of the accused persons is 

in the southern side of his house. It is not a fact that the accused persons did not 

beat him. On the day of the incident it was market day. There are no houses at 

the place of the occurrence except them and the accused persons. It is not a fact 

that Radhika and Subhagi assaulted the accused persons and in order to save 

them, he has lodged the false case.  

 PW2 Subhagi Chauhan deposed that she knows the informant. She knows 

the accused persons. The incident took place about six months ago at about 3.00 

PM. Accused Khaju Harijan came after taking liquor, to their land and beat her. 

She shouted and then Lakhyan Chauhan came to save her. However accused 

Khaju Harijan assaulted Lakhyan Chauhan, accused Khaju Harijan also gave bite 

in the finger and neck of Lakhyan Chauhan. Later on other accused persons 

came and assaulted Lakhyan Chauhan. Later on public came and Lakhyan 

Chauhan was saved and taken to the Hospital.  

 In the cross examination PW2 stated that it is not a fact that on the day 

of the incident the quarrel took place due to the quarrel among the children of 

the accused persons and them. Her husband was in the house on the day of the 

incident. The wife of Lakhyan Chauhan was present on the day of the incident. 

Rohit aged of 5 years was also present on the day of the incident. It is not a fact 
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that accused Khaju Harijan did not beat her after having liquor. It is not a fact 

that she did not say to police that Khaju harijan did not beat her after having 

liquor. One case is lodged by the accused against her. Sunil, Lakhyan, Radhika 

and Bitla they have appeared in the court in connection with the case. It is not a 

fact that they assaulted the accused persons and in order to save them. They 

have lodged the false case.   

 PW 3 Kusumi Devi stated that she knows the informant. She knows the 

accused persons. The incident took place about five months ago at about 3 PM. 

She was tethering cow and then she saw accused Khaju Harijan camed after 

taking liquor, to their land and beat Subhagi. She informed her father Lakhyan 

Chauhan and her father came to save Subhagi. However accused Khaju Harijan 

assaulted Lakhyan Chauhan. Later on other accused persons came and assaulted 

Lakhyan Chauhan. Later on public came and Lakhyan Chauhan was saved and 

taken to the hospital.  

 In the cross examination PW3 stated that the house of the accused 

persons is closed to their house. They do not eat in the house of the accused 

persons. On the day of the incident, accused Khaju Harijan came and scolded the 

son of Subhagi as to why they were playing on the road. Then Subhagi asked as 

to why accused Khau Harijan was scolding her son. Then accused Khaju Harijan  

Said “mother fucker”, “Rendi” to Subhagi and then accused Khaju Harijan started 

to beat Subhagi. She was at a distance of 50 meters from the place where 

Subhagi was being dragged by the accused. It is not a fact that they assaulted 

the accused persons and in order to save them. They have lodged the false case.  

 PW 4 Parshuram Chauhan stated that he knows the informant of the 

case. He knows the accused persons. On the day of the incident he went to 

work. Later on he heard that Khaju Harijan beat his wife Subhagya Chauhan and 

caught her by holding her hair. When his elder brother Lakhan Chauhan went to 

save his wife, accused Khaju Harijan also beat him.   
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In the cross examination PW4 stated that he did not see the incident. 

Khaju Harijan also lodged one case against Lakhan Chauhan and in that case 

Lakhan chauhan and other were convicted by the court. He came to know about 

the incident at about 4 pm on the day of the incident.  

PW 5 Radhika Devi stated that she knows the informant of the case. She 

knows the accused persons. About one year ago in the evening when she heard 

halla out side, she came out of the house and saw Khaju was over Lakhan 

Chauhan. Then she called Bitla Chauhan. She saw blood coming out of the neck 

of her father Lakhan. Khaju Harian had one “katari” in his hand.  

 In the cross examination PW5 stated that it is not a fact that she did not 

say to police that she saw blood coming out of the neck of her father Lakhan and 

that Khaju Harian had one “katari” in his hand. The incident occurred as Khaju 

asked the children not to play on the road. Khaju Harijan also lodged one case 

against Lakhan Chauhan and in that case Lakhan chauhan, she and other were 

convicted by the court. It is not a fact that Khaju Harijan did not beat her father. 

It is not a fact that she has deposed falsely.   

PW 6 Sankar Chauhan stated that he knows the informant as well as the 

accused. The incident took place about one year.  He heard that Khaju Harijan 

beat in the neck of Lakhan Chauhan. Then he went to the house of Khaju and 

asked him as to why he did so. Then Khaju said that he took liquor and so he did 

the mistake. Later on he took Lakhan to Hospital. Lakhan got four stitches in his 

neck.     

In the cross examination PW6 stated that it is not a fact that he did not 

say to police that when he went to the house of Khaju and asked him as to why 

he did so, Khaju said that he took liquor and so he did the mistake. Khaju also 

lodged one case against Lakhan and others. He did not see the incident of 

beating. It is not a fact that Lakhan did not get four stitches in his neck.  Lakhan 

is his relative.  His house is situated at a distance of ½ KM from the house of 

Khaju. The daughter of Lakhan informed him about the incident. It is not a fact 

that he has deposed falsely.    
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PW 7 Dr. Chandra Prasad Payeng deposed that on 19/03/16 at about 

5.50 PM he examined Sri Lakhan Chauhan and found abrasion over the left Palm 

in between Thumb and index finger, severely tenderness in left shoulder, 

abrasion over the right side of the neck. The injury was seems fresh caused by 

blunt object and the nature was simple. On the same day he also examined one 

Radhika Chauhan and found abrasion over the right side index finger, tenderness 

with swelling of right forum. He could not find out the age of the injury. The 

injury was caused by blunt object and the nature of injure was simple. 

 In the cross examination PW7 stated that the time of the examination of 

Lakhan Chauhan was 5.15 PM. If a person pulled of pushed them he may get the 

type of injury which is mentioned in exhibit 2. He did not find any injury caused 

by biting.  

PW 8 Umesh Bardoloi deposed that On 19/03/16 he was working as SI at 

Kalaigaon police station. On that day O/C of that police station received one FIR 

from one Lakhan Chauhan and registered the case that then asked him to 

investigate into the case.  Immediately he sent the two victims for their medical 

examination and went to the place of occurrence on the same day. He visited the 

place of occurrence and seized one stick from the place of occurrence. He took 

the statement of the witnesses, drew the sketch map of the place of occurrence. 

He also looked for the accused persons but he did not find the accused persons 

and accordingly he asked to family members of the accused persons to inform 

them to come to the police station. Next day he collected the medical report of 

the victims. On 21/03/16 Khaju Harijon, Arti Harijon, Benu Harijon and Jiten 

Harijon came to the police station and he recorded their statement.  After that as 

the alleged offences were bailable in nature he allowed the accused persons to 

go on bail. On 30/03/16 on completion of the investigation he submitted the 

charge sheet against the above mentioned accused persons under section 

447/294/323/34 IPC. 

 During the cross examination PW8 stated that he did not mention the 

width of the lathi in the seizure list. He seized the lathi on being produced by the 
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informant. It is not a fact that he did not take the signature of any witnesses in 

the seizure list. It is a fact that PW5 Radhika Chauhan did not stay before him 

that she saw blood coming out of the neck of Lakhan Chauhan and Khaju Harijon 

Katari in his hand. It is a fact that PW2 Subhangi did not stay to him that after 

taking liquor Khaju Harijon came to their land and beat her. PW6 Shankar 

Chauhan did not say to him that when he went to the house of Khaju and asked 

him as to why he beat so Khaju said that as he took liquor and he did the 

mistake.  

The case of the prosecution is that at about 2 PM on 19.03.2016 accused 

Sri Khajua Horijan scolded Smti Sobhagi Chouhan in slang languages and then 

accused Khajua Horijan entered into their compound and after catching her hair 

he beat her. When the informant Sri Lakhan Chouhan saw the incident he went 

to resist the accused and then the accused beat him with „lathi‟ and at the same 

time the other accused person came and beat him. The informant also alleged 

that when Radhika Chouhan saw the incident she tried to resist the accused 

persons and then accused Digani Horijan attacked Radhika Chouhan with „dao‟ 

and caused injury on her head.  

In support of the case of the prosecution 8 (eight) PWs were examined. 

Out of these 8 (eight) PWs, PW-7 is the medical officer and PW-8 is the 

investigating officer. Out of the remaining 6 (six) PWs, PW-4 and PW-6 stated 

that they did not see the incident. Hence the evidence of PW-4 and PW-6 are of 

no importance.  

It is found that in the instant case the particular of the offences u/s-

447/294/323/34 IPC were read over and explained to the accused persons. Now 

let us see whether prosecution has been able to prove the ingredients of the 

above mentioned offences. It is found that PW-1 during his evidence deposed 

that on the day of the incident when his daughter Miss Kusumi Devis informed 

him that Khajua Horijan had beaten his sister-in-law Sobhagi Chouhan, he went 

to save Sobhagi Chouhan and then accused Khajua Horijan assaulted him with 

„lathi‟. PW-1 also stated that Arti Horijan, Bigani Horijan @ Benu and Maunu 
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Horijan @ Jiten also assaulted him. In support of PW-1, PW-2 deposed that on 

the day of the incident Khajua Horijan came to their land and beat her and when 

she shouted Lakhan Chouhan came to save her and then accused Khajua Horijan 

assaulted Lakhan and later on other accused person also assaulted Lakhan 

Chouhan. PW-1 stated that Kusumi Devi informed him about the beating of 

Sobhagi by accused Khajua Horijan. Now this Kusumi Devi was examined as PW-

3 and she deposed that on the day of the incident she saw accused Khajua 

Horijan coming to their land and then beat Sobhagi Chouhan and then she went 

to inform about the same incident to her father Lakhan Chouhan and then her 

father came to save Sobhagi and then Khajua Horijan assaulted Lakhan 

Chouhan.  

PW-3 also stated that later on other accused persons came and beat 

Lakhan Chouhan. So it is found that PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3 have corroborated 

each other because all the 3 (three) PWs have stated that on the day of incident 

accused Khajua Horijan came to their land and first beat Sobhagi and after that 

Lakhan Chouhan and then later on other accused persons also beat Lakhan 

Chouhan. Moreover defence could not impeach the credit of these PWs by way of 

their cross examination.   

However, it is found that PW-1, PW-2 and PW-3 only said that only 

Khajua Horijan came to the land of the informant. These 3 (three) PWs are silent 

as to whether other accused persons also came to the land of the informant. On 

the other hand PW-1 stated that the accused Khajua Horijan beat him and then 

dragged him to a distance and then other accused person also beat him. Hence, 

there is doubt as to whether all the other accused persons other than accused 

Khajua Horijan came to the land of the informant and beat the informant and his 

sister in law. Accordingly accused Khajua Horijan is found guilty for the offence 

u/s 447/323 IPC. However though accused Arti Horijan and Maunu Horijan are 

not found guilty for the offence u/s 447 IPC, they are found guilty for the offence 

u/s 323/34 IPC. 
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So far as offence u/s- 294 IPC is concerned it is found that the informant 

stated that on the day of the incident accused Khajua Horijan used some slang 

language against his sister-in-law Sobhagi Chouhan. Though Kusumi Devi as PW-

3 stated during cross examination that Kajua Horijan used some specific obscene 

word against Sobhagi, the informant as well as Sobhagi Chouhan did not mention 

any specific obscene word during their deposition. Hence there is some doubt as 

to use of any specific obscene word by accused Khajua Horijan on the day of the 

incident.       

 

ORDER 

 

In view of the conclusion made above I hold accused Khaju Harijani, Sri 

Arati Harijan and Jiten Harijan @ Manua are not found guilty of the offence u/s 

294/34 I.P.C. and accordingly accused Khaju Harijan,  Sri Arati Harijan and Jiten 

Harijan @ Manua are acquitted of the offence u/s 294/34  IPC.  

However accused Khajua Horijan is found guilty for the offence u/s 

447/323 IPC. Accordingly accused Khajua Horijan is convicted for the offence u/s 

447/323 IPC. On the other hand though accused Arti Horijan and Jiten Harijan @ 

Manua are not found guilty for the offence u/s 447 IPC, they are found guilty for 

the offence u/s 323/34 IPC. Accordingly accused Arti Horijan and Jiten Harijan @ 

Manua are convicted for the offence u/s 323/34 IPC. 

In order to deter the accused form the commission of the same kind of 

offence, I am of the opinion not to give the benefit of section 3/4 of the 

Probation of the Offenders Act to accused Khajua Horijan, Arti Horijan and Jiten 

Harijan @ Manua.   

I have also heard the accused on the quantum of sentence to be imposed 

on them. 

Keeping in view the nature and circumstances of the case, accused Khaju 

Harijani is sentenced to pay fine of Rs.500/- for the offence committed under 

Section 447 IPC. Accused Khaju Harijani is also sentenced to pay fine of Rs.500/- 
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for the offence committed under Section 323 IPC. On the other hand accused Sri 

Arati Harijan and Jiten Harijan @ Manua are sentenced to pay fine of Rs.500/- 

each for the offence committed under Section 323/34 IPC. 

A copy of the judgement be furnished to convicts free of cost 

The bail bond of accused Khaju Harijani, Sri Arati Harijan and Jiten 

Harijan @ Manua are extended for a further period of 6 months from today as 

per provisions of Section 437A, Cr.P.C as amended up to date.  

The judgment is delivered in the open Court under my hand and the seal 

of this court on this the  29th day of May, 2017. 

  

 

(N.C.BHUYAN) 

Judicial Magistrate 1st Class  

 Udalguri 
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Appendix:- 

 

1. Prosecution witnesses  

 PW 1 Lakhan Chauhan  

PW 2 Subhagi Chauhan  

 PW 3 Kusumi Devi 

 PW 4 Pasuram Chauhan 

 PW 5 Radhika Devi 

 PW 6 Sankar Chauhan  

 PW 7 Dr. Chandra Prasad Payeng  

 PW 8 Umesh Bardoloi 

2. Defence witnesses  

None 

 

3. Prosecution exhibit.  

Ext. 1 FIR 

Ext. 2 Medical Report 

Ext. 3 Medical Report 

4. Defence exhibit. 

 None 

    (N.C.BHUYAN) 

Judicial Magistrate 1st 

Class Udalguri. 


